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EMBC LEADER
MASTERMIND GROUP

Sign up at  www.embusinesscoal i t ion.org or  learn more at  peoplealwayshcc.com/ed-leaders  

Feb 6, Mar 6, Apr 3, May 1, Jun 5, Jul 17 | 12-2pm ET

What is a mastermind group?

FAQFAQFAQ
 A mastermind is a facilitated cohort of peers
who share a common area of growth or
purpose. Mastermind groups open
participants up to new perspectives, while
also offering more clarity on where their
energy should be focused. Designed with
resources and tactics to create rapid, lasting
change. 

Who Should Join?

This group is for those who are serious about
not only finding solutions, but also taking bold
action to implement them. Values guiding the
group are honesty, confidentiality and active
participation

How Does It Work?

You will meet virtually, once a month with
your cohort of non-competing, EM leaders to
share practical tips and real life experiences.
Helping you solve your own challenges more
efficiently than on your own. 

Gain confidence and clarity from the "hot
seat." Each session, you pose an
individualized question, the rest of the group
provides ideas, experience, suggestions, and
resources so that you walk away with a clear
action plan in mind. The collective
brainstorming provides you with the power
and experiences of many minds to give you
fresh perspectives and keep you on a
forward trajectory. 

Between sessions, participants and coaches
will connect in a private chat for questions,
support, and encouragement. Coaches will
be able to take specific technical questions
to EMBC SMEs for additional insights and
resources. 

Each 6-person mastermind group will be
facilitated by certified executive coaches
who are Emergency Physicians. If you are
looking to accelerate your growth, add one
on one executive coaching. 

What Is The Cost?

The standard package is $2160 and includes
all six sessions, plus communication access
to peers and coaches in between sessions.

You have the option of adding two, individual
45 minute coaching sessions to the package
for a total price of $2970. 
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